D uring the late edo and early Meiji periods, politicians and ideo logues reshaped Japan into a country both ancient and modern; the "ancient" part was "Sm nto." In a paradox well explored by Ketelaar (1990)， the project or incorporating ancient Shinto into the modern state actually entailed inventing new old ways of Shinto, including funeral rituals. The few Western-langruage studies of Shinto funerals have analyzed them largely in terms of their political and ideological role during the Meiji Restoration (H ardacre 1989; Ketelaar 1990; Bernstein 1999) . In this article, I mostly ignore politics and instead consider the funerals as rituals that were m eaningful to the partici pants as symbolic celebrations o f death. In particular, the ^h m to funerals of the Edo period present variations on two enduring themes of Japanese mortuary rites: a concern for the fate of the corpse, and a well-crafted continuing bond between the living and the dead.
This article is structured around three "scenes" of Shinto funerals in the Edo period. The first two scenes are the funerals of ^hmto priests: the funeral of Yoshida Kanemigi 吉田兼右 in 1573 (actually preEdo); and the funeral of Nemoto Tanemaro 根本胤満 in 1764. The Yoshida family was the most powerful Shinto family in the Edo period, well connected to the important political players of the era. Kanemiei was heir to the intricate religious vision of Shinto created by his grandfather Kanetom o 兼 倶 (1435-1511) (Grapard 1992， Yoshida 1992 . The Yoshida family were the earliest practitioners of Shinto funerals and later helped codify the ritual performance (Mace 1995).
The second "scene" is the funeral of Nemoto Tanemaro， a priest who had nothing like the status of a Yoshida. He died midway through the Edo period, when Smnto funerals were no longer a novelty yet still considerably varied in their formats. Nemoto， s funeral was one version of a ^hmto funeral, an experiment in terms oi both the ritual perform ance itself and the meaning ascribed to the ritual actors and actions.
In the third "scene," we hear the voice of dissent and resistance. The Shinto priest H ashim oto Tsunesuke 撟 本 經 亮 （ 1755-1805) expressed his disgust at Shinto funerals in a brief essay (zuihitsu 随筆). Hashimoto， s comments remind us that there was room for disharmony even within the Shinto clergy. Priests like Hashimoto opposed the onward march of Shinto funerals no matter what political gains might have accompanied their propaeation.
How Old Are Shinto Funerals ?
Before turning to detailed presentations of two Edo-period Shinto funerals, I shall take a brief look at the historical setting of these funerals.1 During the Edo period, under the temple-membership sys tem (danka 擅豕芾ij度 ) all Japanese people, including Shinto priests, were required to belong to a Buddhist temple. The temple kept track of the population, watched out for illegal Christians, and performed funerals and other rituals. In 1785 the Edo bakufu permit ted Shinto funerals for ^hmto priests and their male successors if they had received approval from the Yoshida Shinto officials. Other family members mostly had Buddhist funerals under the danka system (although in a few places Shinto funerals were also authorized for family members). After the Meiji Restoration in 1868， the government recognized Shinto funerals for family members of ^hmto priests. Five 1 My summary of Shinto funerals during the Edo period is based mostly on the Shinto jiten (Kokugakuin Daigaku Nihon Bunka Kenkyusho 1994) and "ShinsSsai" (1991, pp. 24-25) . For a longer discussion of the political ups and downs of Shinto funerals see Bernstein 1999, pp. 55-100. Ketelaar (1990) offers a brilliant treatment of the promulgation of Shinto funerals. His focus is on the Mito and Satsuma domains, which conducted particularly rabid anti-Buddhist campaigns. years later, Shinto funerals were permitted for the entire populace. In 1882 there was a slight reversal in the trend toward expanding the sphere of Shinto funerals when the government stipulated that priests at imperial and national shrines could no longer conduct ^hm to funerals; priests at middle-and lower-ranking shrines continued to perform funerals.2 This is how the situation remained until after World War II， when Shinto priests, of whatever rank， were allowed to perform funerals.
Given the pivotal role of the Meiji Restoration, one can see why Robert Smith would write that "there can be little doubt that the Shinto funeral service is late-nineteenth-century in o rig in " （ 1974，p. 73). However, as the above summary shows, Shinto funerals were conducted legally eighty years before the Meiji Restoration, although for a limited clientele, to be sure. Moreover, from the mid-1600s on (two hundred years before the Meiji Restoration)， Shinto funerals were performed in some parts of the country with the enthusiastic (indeed forceful) sup port of the local authorities. For example, in 1666 the Okayama domain not only permitted but strongly encouraged Shinto funerals, with the result that by 1669， 97% of its total population of more than 300.000 people were registered as Shinto (Ito 1981) .Even earlier, leading members of the Yoshida school had funerals that were specifically Shinto. It is worth noting that one Western observer, two decades into the Meiji, saw that for "the bulk of the nation, and in particular the coun try people， " , the burials among the middle and lower classes are still carried out with Buddhist rites" (Lay 1891，p. 535). In other words, despite the Shinto funeral movement, Buddhism still held sway over death-related rituals. If ^hmto ever achieved hegemony, it was for a very brief time. Lay provides the following statistics ("the latest obtain ableM ) for the total number of deaths in one year in Japan: out of 754.000 deaths, Shintoists num bered roughly one-third (224,500)， while Buddhists constituted a two-thirds majority with 526,500; and the number of Christian deaths was 3,000 (1891， p. 542).
So how old are Shinto funerals? The oldest extant Shinto funeral manual is about four hundred years old. If this is older than some people might think, it is still not nearly as old as the Edo-period promot ers of ^hmto funerals liked to claim. In advocating ^hmto funerals, 2 See H ard acre (1989, pp. 48-51 ) for a clear discussion of the complicated issues in the "pantheon dispute" (s aijin rowso 祭ネ申論争) that led to the decision to bar high-ranking priests from performing funerals. It is important to emphasize that tnis prohibition was in no way a rejection of Shinto funerals per se. One of the prominent disputants was the chief priest of Izumo Shrine, Senge Takatomi, the founder of the Taishakyo sect (see Schwartz 1913, pp. 673-77, for Taishakyo funerals).
the Edo priests saw themselves as restoring the ^hmto funerals that they believed had been practiced in ancient times. The Edo-period Shintoists did not claim that Shinto funerals had always been per formed, because they were only too aware that they were working to establish a new ritual that was, at least to them, somehow ancient. But they did claim that Shinto funerals used to be performed, and it was this lost performance that they wanted to revive.
Several years ago, two priests at Kamigamo Shrine in Kyoto told me that their shrine has been continuously performing funerals "since the Heian period." Taken at their word，these priests apparently believed that ^hmto funerals have been an institution at Kamigamo Shrine for well over 800 years. In all likelihood, funerals at Kamigamo are not much more than two centuries old. In Japan, as elsewhere, rit uals quickly take on a patina of age, and practitioners imagine that their rites have always been thus.
Opening Act: The death of Yoshida Kanehiro in 1402
Before we come to the first scene, there is a brief prologue. It seems that at least one member of the Yoshida family was dissatisfied with Buddhist funerals more than a century before Kanemigi's funeral in 1573. According to the diary of Yoshida Kaneatsu 兼 敦 （ 1368-1408)， his father, Yoshida Kanehiro 兼熙， aged fifty-four， died peacefully while chanting the nenbutsu? A week earlier Kanehiro had taken Buddhist vows, and upon his death he received a Buddhist funeral, ^hm to funerals were s t ill170 years in the future, and m any event, since Kanehiro had died a Buddhist priest with Amida， s vow on his lips, a Buddhist funeral was appropriate. Kaneatsu, as a Smnto priest, had to observe the customary prohibition against contact with the pollution of death. As Kanehiro's death approached, all of the Shinto priests in the family had to leave the room and stand in the earden. Buddhist priests stayed with Kanehiro as he died, then took care of his body, placed it on a board, and moved it to a Buddhist temple for the funeral.
In describing his father's death, Kaneatsu wrote in his diary, "Being a Shinto priest is useless" (shinshoku no mi muryoku koto nari ネ申職之身 無力事也) . Kaneatsu thus expressed his erief and frustration at being banished from his father's side. It seems that Kaneatsu wanted to be with his father during his last moments; he wanted to bathe and dress his father's corpse. But he was forbidden to perform these final caring actions because he was a Shinto priest.
Writing in 1402， Kaneatsu could not have imagined a Shinto funeral for his father, but he was chafing against the taboos concerning the avoidance of impurity that prevented him from being near his dying father. Kaneatsu5 s comment shows us a hum an side to the ^hm to funeral movement. But the term he used, muryoku, also means uimpotent" or "powerless," foreshadowing the more aesressive frustration that some Shinto priests felt at the ritual impotence forced upon them (as they saw it) by the Buddhist monopoly on funerals.
As the very important example of Yoshida Kanemigi (discussed below) shows, later generations of the Yoshida family took funerals and mortuary rites into their own Shinto hands. At the same time, they continued to perform Buddhist mortuary rituals and to socialize actively with Buddhist priests. They did not amputate Buddhism from their lives; rather, they moved Buddhism aside at some crucial points in the funerary process. They thereby "empowered" themselves to step into the house of death. When we remember Kaneatsu5 s sense of uselessness, we can imagine that the new Shinto mortuary rites gave at least some members of the Yoshida family not only political and social power in the real world but also emotional and spiritual strength in the intimate and private realm of family deaths.
Scene 1 : The Funeral of Yoshida Kanemigi in 1573
The oldest eyewitness account of a Shinto funeral is found in the diary of Yoshida Kanemi 兼 見 （ 1535-1610)， who is also the author of the oldest extant Shinto funeral manual.4 Kanemi was the son of Yoshida Kanemigi兼 右 （ 1516-1573)， and the household head in his own time. For more than two decades, Kanemi kept a diary, which is now called Kanemi kyoki 兼見®P言 己 . The section from Kanem i's diary that describes his father's funeral is familiar to scholars of ^hmto funerals, and it is sometimes quoted, kanbun intact, in articles by Japanese scholars.5 Here I look not just at the funeral but also at the months before and the years after Kanemigi's death. We can then see that the funeral is only one in a long-series of mortuary rites, some Shinto, some Buddhist.
First, I summarize the diary entries that describe Kanemigi's last months. Prayers for a dying person， ritual remedies, and perhaps even medicine can be considered the first steps in the funeral process and so deserve more attention than they have so far received. In Kanemigi's case, it is noteworthy that all the healing rituals were Shinto, but it was Buddhist priests who brought the medicine.
K A N EM IG FS F IN A L ILLNESS
In the winter of 1572 (Genki 元亀 3)， Kanemigi was fifty-seven years old, and he was sick. Just three months earlier, he had been perfectly healthy and active. He had visited his m end, a monk at the Rinzai temple Shokoku-ji 相国寺； he had entertained powerful fieures from the worlds o f politics and arts such as Hosokawa Fuji taka 糸田川藤孝 (later Yusai 幽齊，1534-1610); and he had eone to visit Akechi Mitsuhide 明 智 光 秀 （ 1528-1582)， the future killer of Oda Nobunaga. All of that was in the sixth month. In the ninth month, among other activi ties, Kanemigi played go twice, one time with a group that included his son in a tournament held at the Rinzai temple Kennin-ji 建仁寺， where they stayed overnight. By the end of the ninth month, Kanemiei had fallen ill.
His son Kanemi recited a purification formula, Tendo o-harae 天度 御祓， 360 times in hopes of curing his father's illness. By the m iddle of the tenth month, Kanemigi5 s condition had worsened, despite his hav ing taken medicine. From the auspicious 11th day of the month, his son and others performed rituals aimed at Kanemigd's recovery. A spe cial altar with eorgreous implements was set up, and the room was deco rated with a draeon scroll and a scroll bearing the names of sixty-four kami. Goma rituals were performed at night, and a spirit-summoning ritual was also performed (this usually means calling back the spirit of the deceased).
O n the 18th， a painter from the Kano school came to paint Kanem igi's portrait. This was a bad sign，since portraits were often pre pared with the expectation that they would soon be used in mortuary rites. O n the 22nd, Hosokawa Fujitaka and other friends came to visit Kanemigi, and more medicines were tried. The next day, a Shinto priest (not Kanemi) performed one hundred purification rituals.
Kanemi， s diary says very little about his father's condition during the eleventh month. Perhaps Kanemiei was feeline better. Some peo ple came to visit the sick man， but there was also sake-drinking and dancing late into the night. So Kanemi was not exercising selfrestraint in anticipation of his father's imminent death. Kanemi went to Kitano Tenman^u Shrine on the 25th with his son, and on the same day he visited Hosokawa Fujitaka. In addition, there were shrine matters to attend to, including deciding whether residents near Yawata Shrine could receive permission to eat taboo bird-meat.
During the last month of the year, Kanemi wrote nothing about his father's sickness. O n the second day of the new year, his father took a turn for the worse, and he was given medicine. O n the 8th, Buddhist priests came to pray. O n the same day, the dying Kanemiei uttered his final testament. O n the 9th， he gave his grandson a small sword, as the assembled family members wept. And on the next day Kanemigi was dead. But what did the Suzukas do? Recite purification prayers? Sprinkle salt or rice? Bow and clap? We will never know. The funeral manual that Kanemi wrote (probably after his father's funeral) is a rather strange document, with a mixture of ^hmto prayers, Buddhist terms， and Chinese and Taoist elements. The funeral described by Kanemi m the manual includes the offerings of lanterns, flowers, sake, food, hot water, and rice, in addition to the burning of incense. Burial is pre scribed, and there should be banners with specific phrases written on them. In the funeral manual, Kanemi twice wrote (with a Buddhist touch), "Life is the beednnine of death. Death is the end of life." The funeral manual is significant in its own right, but we cannot be certain that Kanetomo， s funeral was conducted as the manual prescribes.
Burial was not uncommon among the general population, but crema tion was preferred by the Buddhist-oriented aristocracy. By Kanemigi's time, burial, as opposed to cremation， had come to symbolize the Yoshida way of death. Kanemigi's grandfather, the important Yoshida thinker Kanetomo, mentioned earlier, was the first of his lineaee to be buried, and a Snmto-style shrine (reisha 霊社) was built over ms graveat least this is what is recorded in a 1787 document called Reibo 霊簿， wmch is a kind of census of the shrines, graves, and memorial tables of the Yoshida lineage (reproduced in Okada 1982， pp. 5-9). Earlier members of the Yosnida family had been cremated and, in some cases, portions of their bones or ashes had been taken to Mt. Koya.
Many of the activities connected with K anem igi's death were definitely Buddhist: sutra-copying, offerings to the hunerv ghosts, intermediate-existence rites; a repentance ritual. These practices were not rejected and apparently did not compromise the Shinto-ness of the funeral.
After his father's death, Kanemi made monthly offerings at his father's shrine. But for a few months he could not perform other sorts of shrine rituals, having been made impure by his father's death. Dur ing the second month, Kanemi could not make his regular offerings at Kanetomo， s shrine, nor could he go to the imperial palace to per form ceremonies. Kanemi refrained from the usual first-of-the-month shrine rituals for at least six months after his father's death (the next seventeen months of the diary are lost).
Death is not the end of things. After the funeral, postmortem mortu ary rites for Kanemigi began. Regularly on the tenth day of the follow ing months, Kanemi went to his father's shrine and made Shinto-style offerings or burned incense (incense was not yet rejected by Shin toists as being too Buddhist). Kanemi， s diary records that he went to his father's shrine on the tenth day of every month for the next eleven years (until the diary stops). Bonshun, the younger son and Buddhist priest, continued the practice up until his own death in 1632 (in other words, every month for almost sixty years).
In addition to the monthly visits to the shrine, other periodic memorial services were h e ld .1 hirty-five days after Kanemigi's death, Bonshun officiated at a Buddhist memorial service. O n the yearly anniversaries of the death, memorial services were held in either a Shinto or Buddhist mode.
Half a century later, on the fiftieth anniversary of Kanemigi's death, various ceremonies were observed. One month before the actual fifti eth anniversary, Bonshun, then about seventy years old， conducted a Buddhist memorial service in his temple. O n that occasion, Bonshun wrote a prayer {salmon 祭文) 0 in which he said that the family had made offerines every m onth at Kanemiei^ shrine and lit lanterns every night. Exactly fifty years after Kanemiei's death, a smaller cere mony was held at the Shinto shrine that stood over his buried corpse.
The Yoshida lineaee-holders like Kanemigi had "sraves" (haka 墓 ) marked with a tombstone or stone pagoda. But if ms body was under the Shinto shrine, who was buried in Kanemigi's erave? It seems likely that a symbolic object, perhaps a plaque or a kind of relic, was placed under the tombstone (Okada 1982， p. 17). During Bon, Kanemi visited the graves of his "ancestral k a m i， ， ，as he called them, offered water, burned incense, and lit lanterns. Bonshun and other monks chanted sutras. Even though there were no corporeal remains in the graves, the Yoshida family attended to them in a predominantly Buddhist fashion.
There are at least five features of Kanemigi， s funeral that signified that it was Shinto. Two features, already pointed out above, are the absence of Buddhist priests and the burial of the corpse. A third fea ture is the timing of the funeral, as funerals held in the middle or the night are more often associated with Shinto than with Buddhism. Fourth, is a final， unmistakably Shinto vow to become a guardian kami (shugoshin 守護ネ申）of the Yoshida household that, according to later entries in Kanemi's diary, Kanemiei was supposed to have uttered. Fifth, and finally, is the Yoshida innovation oi building a small Shinto shrine over the corpse. These shrines are particularly noteworthy because they acted as places of worship separate from the grave and incorporated the corpse into the worship site, which indicated that the kami body was free of pollution.
Scene 2: The Funeral of Nemoto Tanemaro in 1764
In 1764 9 O n Kada no Azumamaro, see Nosco 1990, pp. 71-97. in the shrine, thereby making a great reformation" (Asoya and Tanuma 1995， p. 68). Nemoto's expulsion of Buddhism from the shrine iden tifies him as an early anti-Buddhist activist, sweeping Buddhism out of his Shinto shrine decades before such purges became common. But already a century before Nemoto it was lokugawa Mitsukuni 徳川光園 (1628-1701) who shut down half the Buddhist temples in his domain and removed Buddhist items from Smnto shrines. Given Nemoto's attraction to early Kokugaku thought and his purge of Buddhism from his shrine, his funeral must have been the last act in the life of a man committed to, as he might have put it, reviving the ancient ways of Shinto.10 Some Edo-period shinto funerals were based on a Confucian model, and others were patterned after the funerals described in the Kojiki and Nihon shoki. Nemoto's funeral was of the latter type. In my discus sion below, I compare Nemoto's funeral with other Shinto funerals of the period in order to elucidate the meaning of some of the ritual actors and actions, as well as to highlight the uncommon elements in Nemoto's funeral.
PREPA RA T IO N S F O R T H E FU N ERA L
Before the funeral could be held, there was much work to be done. 1 he house had to be prepared; special clothes, hats, and funeral items had to be made; tasks had to be assigned. In front of their house the Nemoto family set up a wmte cloth banner with the words, "This house is in m ournine" (soka nari 喪家也) . A funeral hut (moya 喪屋) was erected, and a temporary eate was opened. Lsmg a temporary or separate gate meant that pollution would travel in and out oi the household by a route different from that taken in everyday afrairs. Relatives and friends were assigned a rem arkable variety of specified roles, and the record of Nemoto's funeral skives the names of some of the people who participated. Some of these roles were based on the Kojiki or Nihon shoki, while others must have been based on folk custom. Below I list the titles of some of the roles of participants and provide some notes and comments. A 1769 funeral m anual by Susrawara Nobuyuki 菅原信幸， which includes many well-researched explanations of terms, states that the kisari-mochi was in charge of preparing the corpse.1 1 Together with the pounding-women， the kisari-mochi had the job of stuffing a chopstick or twig into the mouth of the deceased and binding the legs of the deceased. However, there is no evidence that the kisari-mochi did this jo b in Nemoto's funeral. Another funeral manual written no later than 1761 creatively solves the puzzle of what the kisari-mochi does. Based on the understanding that a kisari-mochi is "the one who holds the hanging head," this m anual states that the kisari-mochi is the per son who holds the head of the deceased as the body is bathed im m edi ately after death.12 I h e com m on thread in both explanations of the kisari-mochi is that he helped prepare the corpse before the funeral.
The Kojiki and Nihon shoki can be obscure, to put it kindly. It must sometimes have been a vexing task for the Edo-period Shintoists to enact (or even just to describe) concretely a funeral based on a mythic scenario that was part cryptic and part unintelligible. O n the other hand, the vagueness of the Kojiki and Nihon shoki granted freedom.
The Shinto funeral manuals written in the Edo period varied much more than do today's Shinto funeral manuals. With codification，a certain creativity has been lost.
The next eight roles do not appear in the Nihon shoki but most are common within traditional Japanese funeral processions: Comment: The shoe-bearer, his prosaic name notwithstanding, is a mysterious fieure. He is not found in the Kojiki or Nihon shoki, so pre sumably he derives from the Japanese folk tradition. The term kutsumochi can mean a clown or a jester. The presence of a jester at the funeral is intriguing, since a clown is the this-worldly version of a shaman. However, I think the clown turns out to be a red herrine: first, there was nothing amusing about Smnto funerals, as far as i have seen; second， the illustrations in some Shinto funeral manuals depict the kutsu-mochi as indeed carrying shoes and not looking particularly comic. So we are back to where we started: why bear shoes? Did Nemoto need the shoes for his journey to the other world? Had the shoes been worn by him in life? What did the kutsu-mochi do with the shoes at the grave site? Shoe-bearers appear in a few of the Shinto funeral documents (edited by Asoya and Tanuma 1995)， but none of the texts explains the shoes. Shoes are still a feature of contemporary Shinto funerals, according to the instructions issued by the central Shinto headquarters (see, for example, J inja H oncho Chosabu 1994).
If there is a funeral procession, then a pair of shoes is carried in the procession, just as during the Edo period. During the funeral itself, the shoes are placed on a table at the back of the altar, near the head, not the foot, of the coffin.
It the shoes are Nemoto's， he must be either barefoot or wearing the sandals aupropriate for a journey to the other world. He certainly cannot walk in this world. Following Carlos Gmzberg, let me suggest that~in the broadest of symbolic terms-the shoes Nemoto does not wear are a sign that he is on his way to the realm of the dead. Ginzberg lists many examples of a widespread m otif found in the myths and rituals of many cultures according to which "the lame, the one footed, those who limp, stumble, hop or hobble, those who walk bare foot or wear only one shoe, those whose feet have been injured, disfigured or marked-in short, people whose feet stand out as differ ent, usually deformed一 are intermediary figures between the living and the dead and sometimes have returned from the realm of the dead" （ 1991， pp. 226-27). Ginzberg discusses Oedipus, Achilles, Cin derella, and other examples.13 I can add the example, apparently 13 Ginzberg's theory sheds new light on the Cinderella coffin offered by an Osaka hotel (see Rowe in this issue, pp. 353-78). After all, it is not Cinderella but another fairy-tale princess, Snow Wmte, who falls into a death-like sleep. Should not the hotel offer a Snow White coffin? Why does Cinderella belong at a funeral? The Japanese Cinderella coffin expresses, in a very concrete form, the funerary elements in the Cinderella tale, with its unknown to Ginzberg, of Bodhidharma, arisen from his coffin wear ing only one sandal, ready to embark on shamanistic travels bridging the realms of the dead and the living.
The motif of lameness or barefootedness may be rather faint in Japan. Many corpses, even today, are shod in old-fashioned straw san dals (zori), and there are places, such are Osore-zan 恐山， where zori are used as mortuary offerings. Although it is true that these zori high light the feet, they are best understood as symbolic of the journey to the next world， not oi lameness. The wooden staff often placed on top of the corpse is a better symbol oi lameness, since walking with a staff turns even the able-bodied dead into asymmetrical limpers. A funeral practice observed by Suto Isao in Iwate in 1967 is a clear example of symbolic funeral lameness (1996，pp. 53-54). According to Sut65 s account, the relatives of the deceased tied twisted pieces of white paper onto their shoes before walking in the funeral procession. When they reached the grave site, they threw the paper into the erave hole. These shibito zori 死 人 草 履 (dead m an's sandals) are a temporary and symbolic disfigurement of the feet of the living. The relatives of the deceased are close to death in terms of physical proximity and pollution, and the dead m an's sandals indicate that they have, so to speak, one foot in the grave.
If we can accept Ginzberg's theory, then the shoes carried in Nemoto's funeral procession become much more interesting. They represent the fact that Nemoto, newly dead， connects the realms of the living and the dead. At the same time, the shoes betoken the acquisition of shamanistic powers to travel freely between the two realms. We can also remind ourselves that the same type of shoes are among the objects set out (but not worn) for the emperor's daijdsai, the mysterious night-time ritual that transforms the emperor into a fully divine being.
The final three roles in the procession were:
the sack-carriers (fukuro-ou 袋負者、 the torch-bearers (taimatsu-mochi 秉火巨者) the palanquin-bearers (yocho 與丁者)
Once the roles in the funeral had been allotted， the next step was to prepare the body. The "cotton-makers" bathed Nemoto's corpse and many variants, which have been expunged from the tame contemporary version-except for her glass slipper. Ginzberg uses the Cinderella tale complex as a test case for his "monosandalism" theory and concludes that Cinderella, with her single shoe, is a visitor to the palace of the dead (1991, pp. 243-48) . The death symbolism of Cinderella has not been forgotten by the Osaka hotel.
put cotton and a mat into the coffin to ensure that the body lay face up. Then they placed on top of the corpse a talisman that read， "kami and hum anity return to unity" {shin jin kiitsu 神人帰一） .14 Next the monomasa purified the coffin and closed it; the coffin was then moved to the funeral hut. The coffin stayed in the hut for a three-day momri 殯 (an interim period before burial). The account does not say what ritu als or other activities took place during the three days.
D EPA RT U RE O F T H E CO FFIN
Relatives and friends gathered together with the ritual officiants and musicians. Ih e monomasa and the mikebito performed short rituals. Presumably all this took place inside or near to the funeral hut. Ih e monomasa stooa in front of the coffin, bowed, and clapped his hands. Next the mikebito made food offerings in front of the coffin. Some time before, during or after these rituals, everyone was eating.1 here is no description of the meal; whether it was a splendid feast or a few grains of ritual rice, we do not know. Then the monomasa read a prayer to the spirit of Nemoto. In sum mary, the prayer went as follows:
We numbly make these offerings before you. Your spirit has flown off to its permanent home. You have spent a few days and nights in the funeral hut. Now we have come to put your bones in the grave. According to the ancient rituals, we have determined who would fulfill the various positions of poundingwomen, monomasa, cotton-makers, mikebito， wailers， kisari-mochi, broom-bearers, and so forth. Following the instructions of Susa-no-o, we have used maki to make a coffin,1 5 and everyone from the heir on down has put on mourning garments. Your last meal has been eaten together with everyone. Now we are bringing you to the purified grave to bury you.
Next occurred a queer and distinctive moment in Nemoto's funeral: the mourners beat their chopsticks together. Having eaten the last meal together with the deceased, the mourners "cried" (naku, mean ing both to weep [泣く] and to cry like a bird or a n im a l[鳴く]) with their chopsticks. No explanation for this chopstick lament is offered in the text, so we are left to our own interpretive devices.( 1 ) Is it a case of ritual inversion? In most social settings, it would be rude to make noise with one's chopsticks, and only children would hit them together. But at this final，highly charged m om ent of separation, behavior that is taboo in ordinary life becomes appropriate.
Chopsticks are primarily associated with eating. The complex symbolism of food (eating, feeding, exchanging) is woven throughout Japanese rites for the dead, and this action of making noise with chopsticks was proba bly a variant on the food theme.17 After all, the monomasa had just addressed Nemoto, telling him that he had eaten his last meal. Even today, at least in Kyoto funerals, the rice bowl used by the deceased is thrown onto the ground outside his house. The shattering of the rice bowl demonstrates, with a tragic harshness, that the deceased will not eat at the table of the living ever again. W hen the rice bowl is smashed, a food connection is also broken. Unfortunately, it is impos sible to fathom exactly what was being "said" with the crying chop sticks at Nemoto's funeral, but perhaps this unusual gesture was a dramatic enactment of the fact that the deceased would never use the eating implements of the living again. (4) The chopstick-drumming m ig h t have been borrowed from local folk tradition, as Sugiyama guesses (1993，p. 5)， but we still would like to know more about the particular significance of this rite and why this custom, among so many, was especially attractive.
T H E FU N ERA L P R O C E SS IO N
The text gives a detailed account of the long procession from the hut to the grave. There were sixty-six people with specific tasks, plus relatives (son, great-grandson， a concubine's grandsons, nephews, unidentified relatives) and other assorted people (friends, servants, women and girls). There must have been more than a hundred people altogether.
Some of the men in the procession carried specific items: torches, 16 M etcalf and H untington have a section on noise in funerals (1991, pp. 64-71) .
" See Kenney 1996-1997 for some discussion of food and cannibalistic symbolism in present-day Japanese funerals. flags, brooms, lanterns, sacks, a sword, and a staff. Others carried the coffin on a palanquin. There were also musicians, who do not often appear in Shinto funeral documents.
Two men led a horse.18 Western readers might be reminded of the "riderless horse" in funerals, and perhaps this horse was in fact Nem o t o ， s horse. But we should also remember that a horse is a common symbol of a Shinto kami, often considered the kami5 s vehicle. Whether it was Nemoto's horse or a kami's horse may amount to the same thing in the end, since Nemoto was about to become a kami.
Also in the procession were two men carrying sacks. In each of the sacks was a ho (a smock-like upper garment worn by Shinto priests) and a hakama 祷 that had been worn by the deceased. (The use of these clothes becomes clear below.)
After the procession had reached the funeral site (near the grave), the coffin was placed in front of the hole that had been dug for the grave. Some people sat down, while others set up a high table in front of the coffin. The mikebito rose and went to the table to put out the food offerings of sake and fruit. He said a brief eulogy, praying that Nemoto would accept the offerines. Next the monomasa went up to the coffin. After bowing and clapping, he took a pair of chopsticks and stuck them into a bowl of rice. This differs from the usual prac tice of neatly laying down chopsticks (if used) beside the food. In both China and Japan today, chopsticks stuck straight up in a bowl of rice signify bad table manners as chopsticks should be positioned as such only for the dead. The monomasa next sprinKled sand (for purifica tion) and made offerings of water and eight types of erain. It was these two men, the monomasa and the mikebito, who were the main actors at the funeral. An assistant summoned the sack-carriers, took the clothes out of the sacks, and ffave them to the monomasa. The monomasa then lifted up {sasageru 拝) the clothes and performed a dance of worship (haibu 拝 舞 ） . This clothes-lifting worship-dance appears to be unique to Nemoto's funeral.19 Unfortunately, we know nothing for certain about the form or meaning of the dance. The clothes are perhaps a kind of contact relic oi the deceased, im bued with ms sm e ll,a powerful reminder of the physicality of him who is now gone. The dance might be a last attempt to call back the spirit of the deceased and then to pacify the spirit (chinkon-sai 鎮魂祭）. 20 W e are not told what happened to the clothes, whether they were buried, burned, passed on to the heir, or used later as a ritual substitute for the deceased.
After finishing his dance, the monomasa read a eulogv that was a brief summary of Nemoto's life. It ended with a poignant lament about the brevity of human life (sounding Buddhist) and the sadness of loss: "The mornine dew suddenly vanishes, and the evening smoke is quickly extinguished. As the evenings errow colder, the sineine of insects becomes weaker day by day. The yellow leaves on the tree are scattered by the cruel wind. How painful, how the heart sinks."
After a few more brief activities, Nemoto's son and others returned to the house. The funeral record includes a mom ent of dramatic erief: "the son was not able to stand on his own, so some of the disci ples supported him ." Then the son and others, "with their eyes gazingback at the c o f f in ， " returned to the house. Note that the mourners all left the grave before the coffin was buried. The burial itself was per formed while the mourners were back at the house. Charcoal and ashes were put in the hole, then the coffin was buried. The dirt was piled on top of the grave into an eggr shape ( tamagogata 卵形) . They planted a tree and hung a mirror and strips of hemp on the branches. Then they built a fence around the grave. And, with that, the funeral was over.
O n the same day, the ancestral altar (literally, "spirit seat" 霊座）was set up in the house, and the memorial tablet (reyi 邊璽）w as placed on it. Food was offered， and prayers were made.
POST-FUNERAL M E M O R IA L RITES
Thirty days after Nemoto's death, his disciple Yoshida Sakyo 吉田左兄， who had acted as mikebito during the funeral, purified the house of the pollution of death and changed the household fire. Members of the household who were not bound by the stricter mourning regulations could now eneaee in worldly activities.1 he son, however, had to spend fifty days in a mourning hut. After that, he could do certain types of work at the shrine but could not yet undertake relieious activities, because he was still in a taboo condition due to the impurity of death.
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Ebersole (1989) discusses the chinkon-sai in ancient Jaoan at several points. For what might be a vestige of the chinkon-sai, we can look at the funerals hela m j>hiromi 銀鏡， a 150-household village in Miyazaki Prefecture that is almost exclusively Shinto. As part of the funeral for an important person, a kagura dance is performed, accompanied by the music of flutes, drums, and gongs. This kam ra performed in front of the coffin struck at least one Japanese observer as odd (Suto 1991).
A year later, offerings were made to the spirit of Nemoto. Family members and disciples gathered together to eat a simple meal. The house was purified， and the fire was again changed. Now the son no longer had to wear mourning clothes and he could perform purifi cations and do other religious activities at the shrine. At this one-year anniversary of Nemoto's death, a tombstone was erected over his grave, with a stone torii directly in front and a stone fence all around.21
Impersonating the Dead: The Monomasa
The chief actor in Nemoto's funeral was the monomasa. Monomasa means literally "the corpse." A strange funeral it must have been, with "the corpse" moving about and leading the ceremony.
The monomasa is a distinctive element in some, not all, of the Edoperiod Shinto funerals. He does not appear in Buddhist funerals, nor does he show up in modern Shinto funerals. The monomasa belongs to a particular moment in Japanese religious history when Shinto funerals were the experimental creation of a Shinto elite who used the rituals both to worship and to express ideology.
The origins of the monomasa are clear enough. The immediate inspiration is the Nihon shoki, which mentions the monomasa in a vari ant passage on Amewakahiko5 s funeral.22 This is what the Nihon shoki tells us: among the birds in the funeral procession for Amewakahiko was the kingfisher, who acted as the monomasa (以立鳥為尸者).23 O n the basis of this Nihon shom descriDtion or ancient Japanese runerai rites (myth with a touch of history)， some Edo-period Shintoists scripted a role for the monomasa in their funerals. Nemoto's funeral procession was remarkably inclusive: there were the Nihon shoki bird-officers， the usual participants in Japanese funeral processions (fla^-bearers, torchbearers, and so forth), and even the seldom-seen sack-carriers. But the ^tfion shoki itself does not describe the actions of the monomasa or the significance of the role; in fact, the whole bird procession remains enigmatic.24
In the oldest Chinese ritual classic, the /-だ僅禮，th e shih 尸25 appears at funerals and ancestral rites.26 In translation, we may call this person the "personator" or "impersonator," but we should remember that in Chinese he is literally "the corpse." The Chou-li 周/禮 also includes a role for the shihP He is the erandson or other male relative (a broth er, according to some Chinese dictionaries) of the deceased and acts as a stand-in for the deceased during parts of the funeral rituals and ancestral rites. His particular task is to eat food in place of the deceased and to offer his body as a temporary abode for the spirit of the deceased. As time went on， Cninese Confucians grew distant from， perhaps uncomfortable with, the shamanistic onems of the shih, and the impersonator was dropped from later ritual manuals (Ebrey 1991， p. xvin). However, the Chinese continued to provide a residence for the spirit of the dead, usually a memorial tablet. Sometimes they used a portrait of the deceased (画像）or a paper effigy (形代） 28 instead of the hum an shih stand-in.
Most of the Shinto funerals also used a memorial tablet to repre sent the deceased. However, some of the texts use terminolosY that is still evocative of the effigy. 28 In modern Japan there is still an important role for the paper "doll" （ 人形， ordinarily called ningyd but also pronounced hitogata or katashiro) . At Shinto shrines people buy small paper dolls, then write their names and ages on them, blow on them, or press their finger print onto them. In any case, the person transfers his or her impurities onto the paper hum an form and then the paper doll is destroyed, usually thrown into a river. The doll is a scapegoat. The monomasa, acting-as a substitute for the deceased, probably also absorbed some of the death pollution. O f course, the monomasa is not sacrificed, and the scapegoat role is overshadowed by a different sort of purification by proxy. should look like: it is a rectangular wooden tablet stood up in an eight-sided wooden base; a shaku 筑 can also be used.30 In other words, the "body substitute" is the familiar memorial tablet.
Although tangential to the discussion here, studies of しh 'an/Zen mummies, relics, and statues help illuminate some of the patterns we see in the Shinto monomasa who impersonates the deceased (Sharf 1992， Faure 1991， pp. 132-78). The Zen statues of dead masters are not just lifelike; they are, all at once, substitutes, doubles, and some how the real thing. Could it be that the Shinto living corpse has eone Zen one better? In the Shinto case, the substitute really is alive.
The Edo-period Smnto funerals that included a monomasa were self consciously patterned after archaic Japanese records and even more ancient Chinese ritual manuals. By casting the monomasa as one of the dramatis personae in the funeral, the producers of these funerals revived a ritual actor who had long been off the stage, since the Edo-period Shinto activists were engaged in a project of imaginative construction (not recovery or revival of the "true" Shinto funerals of the past), we need to know what the monomasa meant to the people who reintro duced him.
One set of instructions for a Shinto funeral, already cited above in connection with the kisari-mochi, written by Sugawara N obuyuki菅原 信幸 in 1769， just four years after Nemoto's funeral, provides some clues to the Edo-period understanding of the monomasa?1 Sugawara cites the definition given by a fourteenth-century ^hmto figure, Inbe Masamichi ノ 忌 咅 R正通， author of a commentary on the Nihon shoki: "The monomasa wears the clothes of the deceased and welcomes the m ourn ers [i.e., acts as their host]." Sueawara adds that during the wake and funeral the monomasa stays continuously in front of the coffin. In sum, then, in addition to giving the monomasa a role similar to that of the Chinese shih, Sugawara5 s instructions place the monomasa in constant proximity to the coffin (which is to say, the corpse). The funeral pro cession is an exception in that, according to a chart, the monomasa walks not with the coffin but directly in front of the "spirit vehicle" ( mitama kuruma 霊萆、that carried the memorial tablet (M S). But this, after all, may have only been another way of "channeling" the spirit of the deceased (that is， through the tablet instead of through the corpse).
Interestingly, Sueawara knew that in ancient Chinese funerals the memorial tablet (or spirit tablet) was called the "double" was nothing like the memorial tablets used in Edo-period ^hm to funerals (or, for that matter, no thing like Confucian m em orial tablets). It was a nine-foot wooden pole, with two X-shaped crosses attached. O n each of the eight ends of the crosses a three-legged pot was hung, and in the pot was rice gruel (Asoya and Tanuma 1995， p. 73). It is not easy to picture this "double" as a human figure, even a stick figure. It seems more like a lightning rod for the hungry dead.
Sugawara5 s monomasa seems to be close to the I-li impersonator, i.e., a person who acts the role of the deceased. It may be relevant that Sugawara is more outspoken in his anti-Buddhist diatribes than other Shinto writers. He insists that the chanting of nenbutsu, daimoku 題目， or Buddhist scriptures is strictly forbidden. O n eschatological matters, he finds much to criticize in Buddhism: "the Buddhists talk of para dise, hell, or rebirth, but this convenient talk of theirs is absolute false h o o d .M Sugawara, perhaps motivated by his disgust at Buddhist nonsense, consulted scholarly works and investigated Chinese texts to understand the monomasa and the other ritual actors. He then created a Shinto funeral that was free of Buddhist elements and brimming with Confucian ingredients.
Finally, it should be noted that Sugawara5 s manual is the only docu ment I have seen that uses (just once) the single character 尸 to mean monomasa (Asoya and Tanuma 1995, p. 393). All the other Edo-period funeral manuals and records use ノ1 者 ，as written in the Nihon shoki. Sueawara's 尸 monomasa is not a mistake; the one-character orthogra phy points to the Chinese ritual origins of the monomasa.
In several of the Shinto funeral manuals, the word kabane 尸 is used for "the corpse" (e.g., "set out food in front of the c o r p s e ， '） . 32 In some of these same texts, we find often enough another term, "the deceased" (shisha 死者)，e.2\ ，"offer the same food that the deceased ate in lite." These two terms may indicate a splitting of the dead per son into his physical remains (that is, the corpse), which receive food offerings, and his former and continuing spiritual self (that is, the deceased), which also maintains an interest in food. We then add a third term, the monomasa ) 1者 ， with the kanjt for corpse, and, for the unwary reader, a possible pronunciation of shisha.^ W ith in this 32 In a couple o f cases, there is an interesting mistake: the sutae 棄 戸 ("completed coffin") is written with the character for "corpse" instead of "house" （ 棄尸） ，making the meaning of the term "thrown-away corpse" rather than "thrown-away house"一 a Freudian slip o f th e bru sh ? See uS hinto sosai k a re i" a n d "h e i r i sh in k a n sh in ju k i" in A soya a n d Tanuma 1995, pp. 248 and 393.
33 The term monomasa is found in written documents rather than in popular tradition. A n on -N iho n shoki specialist who encountered the term without any pronunciation gruidance would probably read it as "shisha， " pronouncing it the same as the word for "the deceased." triangle of terms, the corpse is still present in the person of the mono masa.
W H A T D O E S M O NO M ASA MEAN?
Another approach to analyzing the monomasa is to focus on the meaning implied by the Japanese pronunciation of the word， not the meaning of the Chinese characters. According to Haguenauer, the syllables should be read as mo-no-masa ("pas mono-masa\ t o mean "one who regulates the funeral.5 5 The "correct" way of writing monomasa would then be 喪の正，nothing to do with corpses or doubles or imperson ators. In H aguenauer5 s view, the Japanese monomasa is simply a funeral functionary, perhaps a priest or elder, very different from the Chinese shih who, as we have seen, was the stand-in for the deceased to whom the rites were addressed and offerings made (1937， p. 170， n . 1).
Haguenauer is interested in ancient Japan, not the Edo period. Nonetheless, his theory would hold for many Edo-period shinto funerals. Often enough, the monomasa is plainly the main ritualist: he recites norito, claps, bows, and wears the eboshi hat. A 1695 Shinto funeral manual states, "The monomasa 喪 の 主 [=the person in charge of the funeral] must be decided from among the close relatives. This (person) is called the monomasa 尸者. ， ， 34 In contemporary Japanese funerals, Buddhist or Shinto, the "chief mourner" or "next of kin" (usually the eldest son of the deceased) is called moshu 喪主， written with the same kanjt ju st used to explain monomasa in the 1695 manual.
I would add something that I have not seen any Edo-period Shintoists note. The Chinese word shih 尸 also has a verbal meanine of "to be in charge5 5 or "to conduct" (something like ロ 」 ) . So the monomasa 尸者 could be explained as "the one who conducts" the funeral.
Hasruenauer argues that the shih in Cmna continued to substitute for the deceased in later ancestral rites but that there is no trace of this practice in Japan. To Haguenauer, this difference is evidence that there is no genuine similarity between the monomasa in Japan and the shih in China. He suggests that the monomasa was borrowed from the Chinese rituals, inserted into one version of a myth, but was never an actual actor in ancient Japanese funerals (he would be wrong about Edo-period funerals, but they are not his topic). Still, this leaves the question of why a mere officiant, in no way a substitute for the deceased, was called "the corpse." Why not use one of the other terms available? For example, if the monomasa serves as the main liturgist, then he could be referred to as saishu 祭主 or doshi 辱B 帀. As I will sug gest below, I think (pace Haeuenauer) that there are very clear traces of the substitute-for-the-dead practice in Japan.
Mace criticizes Haguenauer for not being consistent in his criteria. When Haguenauer discusses the asobibe 遊咅 1 3，a single late mention is sufficiently credible to grant Historicity， but the monomasa is rejected I h e monomasa does not make an appearance in every Edo-period Shinto funeral, and of course he never shows up at all in present-day Shinto funerals, still, Nemoto's funeral was not a unique case. Ih e monomasa can be found in at least six of the twenty-three Edo-period 35 This is the same commentary by Inbe Masamichi cited by Sugawara in 1769.
Shinto funeral documents edited by Asoya and Tanuma 1995 (some of these cases have already been discussed). These records give us a good idea of what the monomasa did， even if the symbolic significance of this eerie figure remains elusive. He stood up, sat down, bowed, recited prayers, offered food, scattered salt on the grave, and so forth. These actions certainly mark him as a ritualist or liturgist. In most of these funerals the monomasa appears to be a ritual functionary with no pro found symbolism attached to his role.
But the image of the double remains powerful. Returning to Nemoto's funeral, we see a man standing near a coffin and an open grave, hold ing aloft the dead m an's clothes, and moving with dance-like motions. It is the clothes and the dance that make this monomasa funeral differ ent. It does not seem farfetched to suggest that Nemoto's spirit was transferred to the monomasa through the clothes. It may be a temporary transfer, just for the duration of the dance. Or it may be a more long term transfer, like the transmission of authority from teacher to disciple in Zen Buddhism-also symbolized by the "transmission of the robe." Given that the monomasa was a relative of Nemoto^, perhaps a Shinto priest himself, it makes sense that the monomasa would receive a trans fer of authority, status, or knowledge when he holds the clothes.
We can know little about the dance movements performed by the monomasa in front of the grave. Japanese dictionaries define this term, haibu/haim u 拝舞，as a series o f m ovem ents used at the court to express gratitude or congratulations: bowing, bending forward, look ing to the right and left, moving one's arms. While it is by no means certain that the funeral dance had the same meaning as the court dance, we must consider that the monomasa m ight have been express ing gratitude (wnich， in any event, is not necessarily distinct from wor ship) to Nemoto for what he had eiven others while alive or for what the monomasa is now receiving from the deceased Nemoto. At this moment, the monomasa may be a double double: both himself (wor shipper or erateful recipient， facing the coffin) and an em bodim ent of the deceased (like the shih).
T H E L IV IN G DEAD
Before we leave the monomasa, let us go back to the death of Ame wakahiko in the Nihon shoki and follow the story for another few lines. As we have seen， this passage is a crucial source for Edo-period Shinto mortuary rites, and it presents the first Japanese monomasa (the kingfisher). After the funeral attended by the birds, the body of Ame wakahiko was kept in a mortuary hut. Another god, Aji-suKi-taka-hikone 味耜高彦根，came to mourn his friend. The bereaved parents of Amewakahiko mistook Aji-suKi-taka-hiko-ne for their son. In a heart rending scene, the parents of Amewakahiko cried with joy to see (as they thought) their son alive and clung to him. But Aji-suki-taka-hiko-ne was angered at being mistaken for a corpse. He demanded, "How could you mistake me for a dead person?" 何爲誤我方忙者. In his indig nation, he destroyed the mortuary hu t and then, carried away by his rage, flew off in the form of a bird.
What is happening in this myth? How could the parents confuse a live visitor with their dead son? Most readers today are probably inclined toward a Dsvchological interpretation of this tale of mistaken identity. I h e bereaved parents, blinded by grief, wrongly saw the deceased alive ( 1 ) because his return-to-life was wish-fulfillment or (2) because they were so preoccupied with thoughts of the deceased that they hallucinated that he had returned to their side. At the same time, the Nihon shoki account seems realistic, not fantastic, to some readers who have "seen" a dead m end-crossing a bndee, walking aheadonly to realize their mistake a moment later. Ih is is not an uncom mon experience, even in our modern world. It happened that, during my final week of writing this article, two people mentioned to me that they had mistakenly thought that they had seen a dead rnend. In other words, even modern readers can imagine that the dead and the living sometimes do cross paths (if only in the longings of the living).
Is there more to the story of Amewakahiko and A] l-suki-taka-hiko-ne than a case of mistaken identify? Ebersole, not convinced by the Kojiki and Nihon shoki explanations that the two gods looked very similar, imagines that there mieht be "another version of the myth, in which Aji-suki-taka-hiko-ne took on the m antle， of Amewakahiko (1989，p. 298 n. 5). In other words, the living god was wearing the dead god's clothes. E b e r s o le ， s new myth would match beautifully with the image of the monomasa draping Nemoto's clothes over his own body, evoking the Chinese shih who was no mere master of ceremonies but actually took the place of the deceased. Regrettably, however, I think we must take the mytholoev as it stands and work only w ithin its ample confines. There is no textual evidence that Ajト suki-taka-hiko-ne put on Amewakahiko， s clothes. しould it be that Amewakahiko5 s parents made no mistake and that "the corpse" (the monomasaハ really did come to attend to mortuary matters? Surely parents can recognize their own son, and perhaps he really did come to the funeral, but in his friend's form. Aji-suki-takahiko-ne^ transformation into a bird may sienify that he is the spirit of a dead person.36 Birds also represent the boundary-crossing powers of 36 Ebersole (1989) and Matsumura (1996) provide many examples proving that a bird often represents the soul or spirit of a dead person.
shamans. As we have seen, the Chinese shih of old may have gone into a trance to open himself to the spirit of the deceased. Aji-suki-taka-hikon e ，th e friend, may be a shamanistic traveler, a voyager from the realm of the d e a d ， w h o temporarily takes on the spirits of the newly deceased.
But then why did Aji-suki-taka-hiko-ne become angry? Perhaps the parents in their misery inappropriately crossed ritual boundaries. They erred in treating Aji-suki-taka-hiko-ne as identical to their son. Aji-suki-taka-hiko-ne is a facsimile, a copy, a likeness, but not precisely identical, not the same. It is the complicit knowledge that the imper sonator is not the original combined with the pretense that he is the original that gives the impersonation its frisson. Instead of letting Ajisuki-taka-hiko-ne observe the mortuary rites, the parents of Ame wakahiko disrupted the ritual (or shook Aji-suki-taka-hiko-ne out of his trance?) and thereby destroyed the very contact with their lost son that they so sought.
There are still people in Japan today who serve as temporary abodes of the spirits of the dead. One place to contact the dead is Osore-zan on the northernmost tip of Honshu. I myself have spoken to my dead grandm other there through the m edium of an old woman. Nobody at Osore-zan thinks that the shaman is the same as a dead relative, and it would be completely out of line to embrace the shaman (as Amewakahiko?s parents did)， no matter how overwhelming one's emotions (quiet weeping is acceptable). Nonetheless, the crucial attribute of the shaman is that he or she allows the dead to be present.
The name Aji-suki-taka-hiko-ne is difficult to decipher. A ston con tends that there "is no satisfactory explanation of this nam e" （ 1972， p. 67 n . 1)， while M atsum ura suggests that Aji-suki-taka-hiko-ne is an agricultural deity because suki means a spade or shovel (1996， p. 118). Another syllable in his name, ne (root)， might also symbolize agricul tural fertility. But I must also point out that this same ne might refer to Ne-no-kuni 根國，another name for the land of the dead (usually called Yomi). So his name may be additional evidence that Aji-sukitaka-hiko-ne is a god from the netherworld.37
Going back to the Nihon shoki, we have one more line to read. It is the moral， so to speak, of this sad tale of mistaken identity: "This is why it is bad for people to mistake the living for the dead" 世人悪以生 誤 死 此 其 縁 也 （ 1994，p. 116，454). The most obvious message in this line is that the living and the dead must be kept separate, the cate gories must not be confused. But why do people need to be cautioned It is well understood that in Japanese mythology gods of death are often also grain gods. There is no contradiction between fertility and death, so Aji-suki-taka-hiko-ne can be simultaneously a god o f agriculture and of the netherworld. See Matsumura 1996. against such an elementary mistake? The mistake can be serious only if the living and the dead really do sometimes exchange identities and there is some genuine risk of rupturing the permeable boundary between the living and the dead.
But this warning not to mix up the dead and the living is only part of the meaning of Aji-suki-taka-hiko-ne?s appearance in the Nihon shoki. I suggest that this strange tale of uncanny likeness is a vivid portrayal of the impersonation of the deceased at a funeral. The impersonator is not a fake; he is a genuine copy. Like the shamans at Osore-zan, he really does bring the dead to life. Other researchers have said little about Aji-suki-taka-hiko-ne. But, if we can accept Aji-suki-taka-hiko-ne as a mysterious counterpart to the monomasa/ shih, then the Edo-period monomasa becomes an even more intriguing figure, one with deeper roots in Japanese myth and symbol than has been previously recognized.
Scene 3: A Shinto Priest Objects to Shinto Funerals
In devising Buddhism-free funerals, Shintoists of the Edo period reframed death rituals in terms congenial to their ideological and ide alized notion of the true Japanese way. We have seen that there are variations in ritual components and diversity in interpretation. Next, as an antidote to the Shinto funeral enthusiasts discussed above, we shall meet one Shinto priest， Hashimoto Tsunesuke, who did not con sider Shinto funerals an important part or his identity.
Hashimoto wrote Kiso jigo 橘窓自語(Private words at the mandarin orange [ tachibana] window); Tachibana was Hashimoto's original family name.38 Hashimoto came from a Kyoto family that had close associa tions with the imperial household, and he was a priest at Umemiya 梅宮 Shrine in Kyoto. He studied with the famous Kokugaku teacher Ueda Shusei 上田秋成(also an author of ghost stories, especially Ugetsu monogatari) . With this background, Hashimoto would seem to be a likely candidate to be an advocate of Shinto funerals. But he was not.
In a brief diary-like essay, Hashimoto records ms opinion of Shinto funerals. He starts with the following: "shinto priests who follow the Yoshida-Urabe 吉田卜咅B school of Shinto have recently come to loathe the fact that when a burial is conducted in a religious manner, it is Buddhist priests who make offerings and say prayers. The Yoshida fol lowers have created a Shinto funeral, and the more extreme among them even consider S hinto to be a religious sect (shumon 示 門 ) ， ， (Hashim oto 1975， p. 511). For his part， Hashimoto finds these ideas 38 I thank Prof. George Hlawatsch o f Kansai Gaidai University for helping me find Hashimoto's passage on Shinto funerals. "extremely dubious" and "detestable" because such a thing as a "Shinto sect" was completely unknown in the past. However, given his position as a shinto priest, Hashimoto writes, he is not free to voice his objec tions: if he were to criticize the Shinto "sect" or Shinto funerals, people might think he believed in Buddhism! Nonetheless, he is adamant that these new rites, which have not been transmitted from ancient times, should not be accepted.
Hashimoto At the very least, Hashimoto's essay makes us curious to know more about Edo-period Shinto priests who did not support Shinto funerals. Hashimoto did not specifically mention death pollution, but it is pos sible that impurity was an issue for him. Hashimoto rejected Shinto funerals because they are not traditional, not truly old. He shrewdly cited Chu Hsi， who was "militantly Confucian" and thoroughly antiBuddhist in matters of funerals (Ebrey 1991， p. xv). It was Chu H s i， s Neo-Confucian funeral manual that served as a blueprint for some of the Shinto funeral manuals written during the Edo period.
Hashimoto was a Shinto priest who did not want anyone to think he was pro-Buddhist yet privately objected to Shinto funerals and cited an eminent anti-Buddnist Confucian to support ms own rejection of the Shinto movement to reject Buddhist funerals. There were u n doubtedly many other Shinto priests who resisted Shinto funerals. For example, Okada cites passages from the writings of Tani Jinzan 谷秦山 (1663-1718)， who was a student of the Confucian-Shinto thinker Yamazaki Anzai 山崎闇斎(1619-1682) for a few years. Tani Jinzan, like the lesser-known Hashimoto, detested the Yoshida combination of shrines and corpses. He made no bones about his abhorrence of death pollution (Okada 1982， pp. 30-31). If we locate and listen to these voices of the priests who derided Shinto funerals, then we can develop a better sense of the complex debate over Shinto funerals m the Edo period. conclusion 1 he scenes of Edo-period Shinto funerals presented in this article are based on diaries, essays, and a record of a funeral.I have used these sources, rather than funeral instruction books， in the hope that such materials, descriptive rather than prescriptive, give us the best possible idea of what a Shinto funeral in the Edo period was really like. It goes without saying that no diary entry is a perfectly accurate and complete account of an event. Moreover, every diary has intended audiences, subtexts, and silences. Nonetheless, Yoshida Kanemi's diary, in its terseness, and Fujiwara Mikimaro5 s account of his uncle's funeral, in its wealth of detail, both seem to be reliable narratives.
An instructive contrast can be made with a 1525 account of Rennyo's funeral, held in 1499.39 This account, compiled by Rengo 連悟 (1468-1543) and recorded by Jitsugo 實 悟 (1492-1584)，two of Renn y o ， s twenty-seven children, is full of the wonderful supernatural ele ments that make B uddnist biographies sparkle: purple clouds, heavenly music, rains of flowers, cremation smoke that forms into draeons. In contrast, the Shinto funeral records used in this article are sober and down-to-earth. But this is not to say that the Shinto doc uments present us with a materialist view of death. Quite the oppo site-the corpse itself is both an object and a subject of great attention, and the spirit of the deceased is an active, if perhaps unsta ble, presence. Thus, the shinto funerals are a public performance of a variety of symbolic interactions between the living and the dead (pacification, communal eating, conversation, offering, and m ore). Perhaps what is most powerfully evident in the Shinto mortuary rites is the continuing bond between the living and the deaa. Right after Yoshida Kanemigi's death, one son, Kanemi, sees him in his dreams. Ih e other son, Bonshun, visits ms father's shrine every month for the next sixty years.
The Yoshidas of the seventeenth century cast aside the traditional Shinto priestly aversion to death and the impurity of the corpse, rhey turned around to embrace death and welcomed the corpse onto the shrine grounds. Many years later, Nemoto's funeral greets death with more ambivalence. At the last moment，the physical remains of the deceased are shunned (so that the mourners did not attend the bur ial) and the spirit of the deceased may have been considered an unsta ble force that needed to be pacified and controlled. For Hashimoto and Tani, there was no ambivalence about the corpse, just a straiehtforward aversion to its impurity. 
